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We establish reciprocity relations of the Doi-Hess kinetic theory for rigid rod macromolecular
suspensions governed by the strong coupling among an excluded volume potential, linear flow, and
a magnetic field. The relation provides a reduction of the flow and field driven Smoluchowski
equation: from five parameters for coplanar linear flows and magnetic field, to two field parameters.
The reduced model distinguishes flows with a rotational component, which map to simple shear
with rate parameter subject to a transverse magnetic field with strength parameter, and
irrotational flows, for which the reduced model consists of a triaxial extensional flow with two
extensional rate parameters. We solve the Smoluchowski equation of the reduced model to explore:
i the effect of introducing a coplanar magnetic field on each sheared monodomain attractor of the
Doi-Hess kinetic theory and ii the coupling of coplanar extensional flow and magnetic fields. For
i, we show each sheared attractor steady and unsteady, with peak axis in and out of the shearing
plane, periodic and chaotic orbits undergoes its own transition sequence versus magnetic field
strength. Nonetheless, robust predictions emerge: out-of-plane degrees of freedom are arrested with
increasing field strength, and a unique flow-aligning or tumbling/wagging limit cycle emerges above
a threshold magnetic field strength or modified geometry parameter value. For ii, irrotational flows
coupled with a coplanar magnetic field yield only steady states. We characterize all generically
biaxial equilibria in terms of an explicit Boltzmann distribution, providing a natural generalization
of analytical results on pure nematic equilibria P. Constantin, I. Kevrekidis, and E. S. Titi, Arch.
Rat. Mech. Anal. 174, 365 2004; P. Constantin, I. Kevrekidis, and E. S. Titi, Discrete and
Continuous Dynamical Systems 11, 101 2004; P. Constantin and J. Vukadinovic, Nonlinearity 18,
441 2005; H. Liu, H. Zhang, and P. Zhang, Comm. Math. Sci. 3, 201 2005; C. Luo, H. Zhang,
and P. Zhang, Nonlinearity 18, 379 2005; I. Fatkullin and V. Slastikov, Nonlinearity 18, 2565
2005; H. Zhou, H. Wang, Q. Wang, and M. G. Forest, Nonlinearity 18, 2815 2005 and
extensional flow-induced equilibria Q. Wang, S. Sircar, and H. Zhou, Comm. Math. Sci. 4, 605
2005. We predict large parameter regions of bi-stable equilibria; the lowest energy state always
has principal axis aligned in the flow plane, while another minimum energy state often exists, with
primary alignment transverse to the coplanar field. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
DOI: 10.1063/1.2359232
I. INTRODUCTION
Imposed magnetic fields typically induce magnetic mo-
ments on rod and platelet particles, even when the particles
do not have permanent dipoles. This effect is an appealing
candidate to control the orientational distribution of the par-
ticle ensemble, especially during shear-dominated flows of
nematic liquid crystal polymers and anisotropic colloidal dis-
persions. The present paper will shed light on this question
of the coupling between coplanar linear flows and magnetic
fields. However, to make these predictions, we first take a
detour to develop the models that will be implemented in our
numerical and analytical approach.
The extended Doi-Hess kinetic theory for macromolecu-
lar rigid rods and platelets in a viscous solvent, governed by
excluded volume interactions, an imposed linear planar flow,
and an imposed coplanar magnetic field, involves many pa-
rameters detailed below. Classical symmetries can be de-
veloped and extended to significantly reduce the number of
parameters, and thus explore the original experimental pa-aAuthor to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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rameter space. We begin with an explanation of this theoret-
ical “preconditioning” of the problem.
A classical analogy has been utilized in the small mol-
ecule liquid crystal literature, wherein a magnetic field is
equivalent to uniaxial extensional flow.1 This analogy allows
one experiment to be replaced by another more convenient
one; yet the trade-off is “one for one” experimentally, which
translates to a 1:1 map between solutions of the correspond-
ing model equations. Such correspondences are often called
reciprocity relations. For liquid crystal polymers, or macro-
molecular rod suspensions, it is common knowledge that ei-
ther an extensional flow or magnetic field will align the rod
ensemble, and the orientational distribution becomes more
peaked along the field axis with increased strength. This ex-
perimental phenomenon is borne out by an extension of the
above classical analogy from liquid crystal theory to the Doi-
Hess kinetic theory. Recently, the authors2 observed this
straightforward extension and established a more substantial,
qualitatively different correspondence, which results from
the coupling of nonlocal excluded volume interactions of
rods and the Jeffery orbit of a single rigid rod or platelet.
Namely, all linear planar flows of a given rod suspension can
be reduced either to a simple shear or to a simple extensional
flow, each with a modified particle shape parameter. In ef-
fect, one flow parameter can be removed by an orthogonal
change of coordinates, and a second flow parameter can be
absorbed into a modified particle shape. The reciprocity re-
lation affords a two-parameter reduction, which was imple-
mented to study shear-extensional flow response diagrams of
nematic polymers.2 In particular, the reduced model easily
establishes the requisite extension rate required to tame com-
plex shear-dominated limit cycles and chaotic dynamics.
The phenomena of interest in the present paper surround
coupling a coplanar magnetic field to the previous study. The
Doi-Hess kinetic model for magnetic and coplanar linear
flows for rigid rod suspensions, with an excluded volume
potential of Maier-Saupe chosen here, yields a five-
parameter space of the flow and magnetic field; the model
also requires the particle geometry and the strength of the
excluded volume potential. Clearly, a model reduction will
be valuable for exploring phase response diagrams, and for
determining how magnetic fields might tame sheared attrac-
tors or modify extensional flow equilibria. That is the focus
of this paper.
Bandhar and Wiest3 derived kinetic model equations for
the coupling of magnetic and flow fields, extending the Doi-
Hess theory4,5 to include both permanent and induced dipole
responses to an imposed magnetic field. In this paper, the
authors derive a reciprocity principle of the kind described
above, relating the solutions of the Smoluchowski equation
for two model systems of Doi-Hess type with a common
ingredient of a nonlocal excluded volume potential: a five-
parameter family of coplanar linear flow and magnetic fields;
and 2 two-parameter families, one of simple shear with a
transverse magnetic field along the vorticity axis, a second of
a triaxial extensional flow. The reduced shear model with
transverse magnetic field allows the solution of all planar
rotational flows with coplanar magnetic field, and the exten-
sional flow reduced model allows the solution of any planar
irrotational flow with coplanar magnetic field. These obser-
vations, coupled with the solution of the reduced or target
model or the experiment that it models, significantly reduce
the cost of experiments and model solution methods.
Our goal here is to solve the solutions of the Smolu-
chowski equation for each of the two target kinetic models.
For the target shear-transverse magnetic field system, we
generalize our spherical harmonic expansion algorithm and
code6,7 to include the magnetic field along the vorticity axis.
We note that this extension does not require a complicated
rederivation of the spherical harmonic amplitude equations,
which would be the case if the reciprocity relation were not
recognized nor exploited. Furthermore, the reciprocity prin-
ciple explicitly shows that there is a three-parameter redun-
dancy in the original coplanar flow-magnetic field system,
leading to potentially wasteful simulation time and effort to
discover that entire three-parameter families of solutions all
collapse onto an identical probability distribution modulo an
orthogonal change of coordinates. For the target extensional
flow system, we establish analytical results first, which fol-
low immediately from the fact that the extensional flow re-
tains the gradient structure of the Smoluchowski equation
with excluded volume potential. Thereby, all steady state
probability distribution functions pdfs have a Boltzmann
distribution, which is explicitly parametrized by the two or-
der parameters of the second moment of the pdf. These ana-
lytical results follow several recent advances, initiated by
Constantin and collaborators, followed by other research
groups.1,8–13 We then solve the steady state equations nu-
merically to convey the various stable and unstable equilibria
that arise in the coupling between extensional flow and a
magnetic field.
II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
We briefly review the mathematical formulation of the
Doi-Hess kinetic theory for homogeneous flows of rigid
spheroids rods or platelets immersed in a viscous solvent
subject to an imposed magnetic field.5,14–16 We allow a gen-




where  is the number density of rods or platelets modeled
as spheroids here at large and small aspect ratios, respec-
tively, m and m are unit vectors for the axes of symmetry
of a given spheroid, Bm ,m is the excluded volume and f
is the orientational probability density function of the en-
semble of spheroids. In the presence of an imposed magnetic
field, an induced magnetic moment develops; we assume in-
trinsic magnetic moments and their magnetic dipole-dipole
interaction are negligible nondipolar spheroids. For such





H · m2, 2
where H is the magnetic field vector, and  normally posi-
tive for paramagnetic materials and negative for diamagnetic
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materials is the difference between the susceptibility parallel
and perpendicular to the spheroid principal axis, known as
the magnetic anisotropy.
The rotational transport equation for the orientational




= R · DrafR + 1kTVH	
 − R · m  ṁf ,
3
ṁ = W · m + aD · m − D:mmm ,
where Dra is the rotational diffusivity assumed to be con-
stant in this study, R=m  /m is the rotational gradient
operator, and d /dt• denotes the material derivative
 /t·+v ··, D, and W are the rate-of-strain and vortic-
ity tensors, respectively; a is a geometry or shape parameter
defined by a= r2−1 / r2+1 in terms of the spheroidal as-
pect ratio r; =ln f + 1/kTVi is the normalized chemical
potential, and Vi is the intermolecular potential.
By substituting the magnetic field potential into the
Smoluchowski equation, we show that the Smoluchowski
equation can be rewritten into a form with a modified Jeffery
orbit equation for m containing a transport term due to the
magnetic forcing:
m  ṁ + HH · m








where =Dr /kT is a normalized magnetic anisotropy, k0 , l
can be any nonzero numbers, and H= H is the magnitude of
the magnetic field.
Recall the Smoluchowski equation absent of external
fields is invariant under orthogonal transformations, which
reflects the orientational degeneracy of ordered equilibria feq
due to excluded volume interactions. That is, nematic equi-
libria have a specified Boltzmann distribution function and
unique uniaxial order parameter, but the principal axis of
orientation is arbitrary. If n=U ·m, where U is an arbitrary
orthogonal matrix, and the flow field is absent ṅ=0, then
Eq. 3 leads to
df̃
dt
= Rn · Dra f̃Rn̃ − Rn · n  H̃H̃ · n f̃ , 5
where the pdf f̃ = f̃n ,x , t= fUT ·n ,x , t, Rn=n  /n,
H̃=U ·H is the rotated external field, and ̃=ln f̃
+ 1/kTVin ,x , t. UT denotes the transpose of the matrix U.
If we denote SU2,H= U U ·H=H, the rotational group
on the plane perpendicular to the field direction H, the
Smoluchowski equation absent of flows is invariant under
SU2,H. Therefore, the reduced degeneracy of the ordered
equilibrium persists.
III. REDUCED „TARGET… MODELS BASED
ON RECIPROCITY RELATIONS
We briefly discuss the reduction from the Smoluchowski
equation for coplanar linear flows and magnetic fields to the
reduced or target model. Consider a linear planar flow field
v = v11x + v12y,v21x − v11y,0 , 6
where vij are constants, with gradient
v = v11 v12 0v21 − v11 0
0 0 0
 , 7
and a coplanar magnetic field H= H1 ,H2 ,0T. Let
p = 12 v12 + v21, q =
1
2 v12 − v21 , 8
where −2q is the vorticity. The rate-of-strain tensor and the











v + vT = v11 p 0p − v11 0
0 0 0
 .
q0 corresponds to a rotational flow field with a nonvanish-
ing vorticity tensor. By choosing k0= l=2 in 4, the upper
left 22 submatrix in W+aD+HH− H2 /2e1e1
+e2e2 qualifies as an effective rate-of-strain tensor. We re-
write W=qW0 and
aD + HH −
H2
2
e1e1 + e2e2 = UT · D0 · U , 10
where W0 and D0 are normalized vorticity and rate-of-strain
tensors, respectively, for the pure shear velocity field
v= 2y ,0 ,0, and U is the rotational matrix,
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W0 = 0 1 0− 1 0 0
0 0 0
, D0 = 0 1 01 0 0
0 0 0
 ,






















= 12 aD + H0:aD + H0 .
Here,
H0 = HH −
H2
2
e1e1 + e2e2 12
and aD+H0 is the effective rate-of-strain tensor, which has
two eigenvalues: ±.
In the new configurational coordinates n=U ·m, the
Smoluchowski equation takes the form
df̃
dt
= Rn · Dra f̃Rn̃
− Rn · n  ṅ − H22 e3e3 · n	 f̃
 ,
13
ṅ = W̃ · n + ãD̃ · n − D̃:nnn ,
where W̃=qW0, D̃=qD0 are the effective vorticity and rate
of strain tensor, respectively, and ã= /q is the modified ge-
ometry or shape parameter.18
This transformed system 13, by comparison with 3,
corresponds to a simple shear flow with effective shear rate
2q, a modified shape parameter ã, together with an imposed
magnetic field in the direction e3 normal to the shearing
plane, and importantly, the anisotropy − /2 is opposite to
the original one for the same material. The response to any
coupled coplanar rotational flow and magnetic field is now
given in terms of the solution of the target kinetic model 13,
which we provide by a shear flow code extended to incorpo-
rate a transverse magnetic field component.
When q=0, the flow is irrotational; i.e., the vorticity








so that the effective rate of strain tensor is transformed into a
diagonal form D1, where
D1 = 1 0 00 − 1 0
0 0 0
 . 15
Now, the corresponding flow in the reduced target model is a
planar extension or elongation
v = x,− y,0 , 16





D1 : mm. 17
The problem can be written in terms of a scalar potential




M : mm −

2Dr





where the Maier-Saupe potential Vi=−3N /2M : mm is
adopted and M= mm is the second moment of m with
respect to the pdf f . For this potential flow, the Smolu-
chowski equation is simplified to
d
dt
f = R · DrRf + fRV . 19





The proof of the above result can be found in Appendix B.
In addition, in steady states, the ensemble averaged torque
vanishes, i.e.,
RV = 0, 21
equivalent to





· Mlj = 0. 22
This in turn implies
M12 = M13 = M23 = 0. 23
Thus, the principal axes of the rate-of-strain tensor coincide
with those of the second-moment tensor and both share the
external field direction e3 as a principal axis.




M : mm −
1
2














is an effective rate-of-strain tensor corresponding to a triaxial
elongational flow with generically three unequal elonga-
tional or stretching rates.
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In the coordinate system with basis given by the three
orthonormal eigenvectors of the second-moment tensor, the





2fmdm, i = 1,2,3. 26
We nondimensionalize the Smoluchowski equation by the
time scale set by rotary diffusivity t0=1/Dr. The following
dimensionless parameters then arise:






where H0 is a characteristic field strength. We identify
Pe=2q̂ as the Péclet number in simple shear or Pe= ̂ as the
effective Péclet number in simple planar elongation exten-
sion. In the following, we will drop the hat ˆ on all dimen-
sionless quantities.
IV. SIMPLE SHEAR FLOWS COUPLED
WITH A TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC FIELD
AND A NEGATIVE ANISOTROPY
We now study parametric behavior of the reduced or
target model for simple shear coupled to a transverse mag-
netic field of variable strength. We discretize the Smolu-











m are complex spherical harmonic functions, and L is
the order of truncation in the Galerkin approximation. After
this discretization, the Smoluchowski equation is trans-
formed to a system of ordinary differential equations for the
coefficients alm. For the simulation results described below,
we choose L=10, leading to a system of 65 coupled ordinary
differential equations for the amplitudes. This choice gives
robust results for small to moderate concentration N and the
strength of the anisotropy .
Note that “in-plane” attractors, which are symmetric
about the shearing plane, are characterized by the property
that alm=0 for all odd integers m;
6 otherwise, the attractor is
out-of-plane. We utilize the continuation software AUTO22 to
produce all bifurcation diagrams presented below.
As we will see in the simulations, the impact of the
transverse magnetic field for materials with a negative aniso-
tropy is to assert an attraction toward the flow plane, or
equivalently, a repulsion of the principal axis of the second-
moment tensor M away from the vorticity axis. One antici-
pates any steady or transient attractor to have attenuated out-
of-plane components compared to their zero magnetic field
strength values. We will address the impact of the transverse
magnetic field with respect to several representative regimes
of the effective Péclet number. In the following discussion,
we investigate how the variation in anisotropy and field
strength H̃ affect the dynamics of the system at fixed values









2 + ap + H1H22. 29
This is a parametric study of the reduced model, in which we
take liberty to decouple ã and H̃ to present solution features
of the Smoluchowski equation when flows and magnetic
fields are strongly coupled. Note that in the study below,
when we vary  while freezing all other parameters in the
reduced model, this does not correspond to an actual physi-
cal experiment. Nonetheless, for each target model parameter
set, there is a corresponding three-parameter family of ex-
periments with that behavior up to a transformation of the
coordinate system and thereby the pdf.
As a backdrop for the simulations presented below, we
recall from the phase diagram of sheared nematic polymers
for high aspect ratio a1, and a dimensionless nematic
concentration N=5.5 and N=5.1 are used for illustrative
purposes.7 This can be considered as an experiment in
which one preshears a rigid rod suspension to generate an
attractor. The results from the Doi-Hess kinetic theory are, as
Pe is varied for these two nematic concentrations, nine dis-
tinct pdf attractor regions are resonated. We will then explore
the consequences of turning on a transverse magnetic field
with anisotropy parameter , and study the magnetic field-
induced transitions on each of these nine sheared attractors.
The precise conditions that yield these sheared responses are:
ã=1 and N=5.5 for Figs. 1–6, with Péclet number Pe=2q
FIG. 1. Bifurcation diagram of a2
0, the coefficient of the spherical harmonic
mode Y2
0 time averaged for periodic states, as a function of anisotropy  at
parameter values Pe=1, ã=1, and N=5.5. As  increases, the logrolling
LR steady states undergo a sharp unsteady transition to kayaking states
K1 and then collapse onto in-plane tumbling/wagging TW orbits. The
solid curves indicate stability and other curves are unstable.
FIG. 2. Bifurcation diagram of a2
0 as a function of anisotropy  at parameter
values Pe=3, ã=1, and N=5.5. The shear response is K1 for zero anisotropy
=0. As  increases, the K1 attractor collapses to a tumbling/wagging orbit
TW. In a very narrow band of , the K1 and TW attractors coexist.
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selected inside one of six intervals; ã=1, N=5.1 for Fig. 7,
with two values of Pe=2q that yield chaotic monodomain
attractors, one with a bi-stable kayaking limit cycle; and then
ã=1 and N=6 for Fig. 8, with two values of Pe that yield
tumbling/wagging attractors, one with a bistable logrolling
steady state. In Ref. 23, the role of the geometry parameter ã
is extended beyond what is intended geometrically for the
underlying molecules. Simulations were conducted for
ã	1, in which we show that the attractors are arrested by
the unique flow-aligning steady state at a critical geometry
parameter that depends on the nematic polymer concentra-
tion and the Péclet number when the magnetic field is absent.
While the transverse magnetic field is present, our numerical
calculations show that the same scenario remains illustrated
in Fig. 10. Finally, Figs. 11 and 12 report predictions for
triaxial extensional flows, again at two distinct concentra-
tions.
A. Magnetic field-induced transitions of sheared
logrolling steady states „Fig. 1…
The stable attractor for Pe=1.5, ã=1, N=5.5, and =0 is
a so-called logrolling state LR. This means the principal
axis of the sheared pdf is aligned with the vorticity axis, and
the solution is steady. When we turn on the magnetic field
and increase its strength with negative anisotropy −, the
steady LR state persists only for very weak field strength, at
which it undergoes a Hopf bifurcation to a kayaking limit
cycle with peak axis of the pdf rotating around the vorticity
axis, which again only persists for a very limited range of
weak magnetic field strength. Above a very weak field
strength, the rod ensemble stabilizes in an in-plane tumbling
limit cycle the peak axis of the pdf rotates continuously in
the flow-flow gradient plane, transverse to the magnetic
field.
Thus, the magnetic field forces vorticity-aligned sheared
steady states to in-plane periodic orbits. This is not a transi-
tion scenario that one might have predicted a priori on intui-
tive grounds. This phenomenon is furthermore not captured
by the closure models that do not yield logrolling stable
states, as do the Doi quadratic closure and its modifications.2
B. Magnetic field-induced transitions of sheared
kayaking limit cycles „Fig. 2…
We raise the shear rate to Pe=3, holding ã=1 and
N=5.5, with stable and unstable solutions of the reduced
Smoluchowski equation versus magnetic field strength
shown in Fig. 2. The pure shear response is a kayaking K1
limit cycle at zero anisotropy =0. As  increases, the K1
attractor “collapses” to a tumbling/wagging orbit TW in a
hysteresis bifurcation. Bi-stable K1 and tumbling/wagging
solutions coexist in a very narrow band of . This is once
again a rather nonintuitive response diagram. However, once
FIG. 4. Bifurcation diagram of a2
0 as a function of anisotropy  at parameter
values Pe=5, ã=1, and N=5.5. In this parameter regime, two stable attrac-
tors K1 and K2 coexist at small . K1 disappears after a turning point,
leaving K2 as a single attractor for a short interval of . The out-of-plane
tilted kayaking orbit K2 then transitions into an in-plane tumbling/wagging
orbit TW as  increases.
FIG. 5. Bifurcation diagram of a2
0 as a function of anisotropy  at parameter
values Pe=6, ã=1, and N=5.5. In this parameter regime, the stable attractor
at small  is K2. It connects to a stable out-of-plane OS orbit as  in-
creases; the OS orbit comes down to a flow-aligning state as  increases
further. A tumbling/wagging orbit emerges at large values of !
FIG. 6. Bifurcation diagram of a2
0 as a function of anisotropy  at parameter
values ã=1, N=5.5, and Pe=6.5 left, Pe=7 right. For Pe=6.5, the stable
sheared attractor absent of a magnetic field is a pair of out-of-plane stable
states OS. They collapse onto a flow-aligning steady state as  increases,
then a tumbling/wagging limit cycle. For Pe=7, the stable attractor absent of
magnetic field is a steady flow-aligned state FA; then a tumbling/wagging
orbit emerges at larger values of .
FIG. 3. Bifurcation diagram of a2
0 as a function of anisotropy  at parameter
values Pe=4, ã=1, and N=5.5. In this parameter regime, the bi-stable at-
tractors are K1 orbits in pure shear =0 and the tumbling/wagging orbit
TW. As  increases, the out-of-plane K1 orbits disappear, leaving only the
in-plane, tumbling-wagging orbit.
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again the magnetic field induces a transition to an in-plane
limit cycle from an out-of-plane pure shear-induced re-
sponse.
C. Magnetic field-induced transitions of sheared
bi-stable kayaking and tumbling/wagging limit cycles
„Fig. 3…
When Pe=4, ã=1, N=5.5, and =0, there are bi-
stable K1 and tumbling/wagging orbits. The tumbling/
wagging limit cycle persists for all 	0, whereas the K1
solution survives up to a weak threshold value of 	0 and
then vanishes by a turning point bifurcation. Once again,
above a small threshold value of , the only attractor is an
in-plane limit cycle.
D. Magnetic field-induced transitions of sheared
bi-stable kayaking and tilted kayaking limit cycles
„Fig. 4…
At Pe=5, ã=1, and N=5.5, the sheared attractor set is a
Larson-Ottinger kayaking limit cycle K1 and a pair of tilted
limit cycles K2, whose pdf principal axes rotate around a
direction between the vorticity axis and shear plane. As  is
turned on, the K1 branch behaves qualitatively the same as
the Pe=4 scenario, vanishing at very low field strength. The
K2 solutions persist for somewhat higher field strength, then
are drawn down into the shear plane to a tumbling limit
cycle, which at higher field strength merges into a wagging
limit cycle. Again, although the pure shear attractor set is
different from the above figures, above a critical , the stable
response is an in-plane limit cycle.
E. Magnetic field-induced transitions of sheared tilted
kayaking limit cycles „Fig. 5…
At Pe=6, ã=1, N=5.5, and =0, the sheared response is
a pair of tilted kayaking orbits K2. As the magnetic field is
turned on and increased, a slightly different scenario unfolds
than is observed at Pe=5. First, there is a transition from the
K2 limit cycles to a pair of out-of-plane steady OS states, in
a very small interval of , which rapidly transition to in-
plane steady states termed “FA” for flow-aligned, since the
peak axis of the pdf is in the shear plane. Surprisingly, at
higher , the FA states transition to tumbling-wagging limit
cycles. Again, we find that the starting sheared states are
different, and the transition sequences for the lower ranges of
magnetic anisotropy  are also different, but above a thresh-
old field strength, the attracting pdf is an in-plane limit cycle.
F. Magnetic field-induced transitions of sheared
out-of-plane and in-plane steady states „Fig. 6…
For completeness, we shift to higher Pe=6.5 and Pe=7,
for which the pure shear response is, respectively, an out-of-
plane and in-plane, steady state. These steady attractors were
already observed in the above transition diagrams, at finite
nonzero values of . We find that their transition behavior
due to increased  is the same here, where they are generated
by pure shear first, and then a magnetic field is turned on and
amplified. The steady in-plane alignment state FA occurs
over a larger range of , but above a threshold strength, an
in-plane limit cycle is the attracting state.
G. Magnetic field-induced transitions of sheared
chaotic orbits „Fig. 7…
Now we shift to lower concentration N=5.1, again with
ã=1, and first select Pe=3 left figure. This resonates a
bi-stable attractor set with a kayaking orbit K1 and a chaotic
orbit CH. As  increases from zero, the K1 attractor disap-
pears, leaving only the chaotic state. A period halving cas-
cade the same sequence that is produced by increasing the
shear rate7,21 ensues, and the chaotic attractor is arrested and
replaced by a pair of tilted kayaking K2 limit cycles. As seen
in earlier figures, the K2 limit cycles undergo a steady tran-
sition to OS steady states, which only exist for a very short
range of , and then tumbling/wagging limit cycles persist
for higher . For Pe=3.6 right figure, the chaotic attractor
is unique for pure shear. The transition sequence versus  is
again a reverse period-halving arrest of the chaotic attractor
to K2 limit cycles, which undergo a transition to steady OS
states, which now pass into in-plane steady FA states, and
finally tumbling/wagging limit cycles above a threshold
strength .
FIG. 7. Bifurcation diagram of a2
0 as a function of anisotropy  at parameter
values ã=1, N=5.1, and Pe=3 left, Pe=3.6 right. For Pe=3 left, the
stable attractors absent of a magnetic field are K1 and CH. As  increases,
the K1 attractor disappears, leaving only the chaotic state. Through period
halving, the chaotic attractor then transitions to a pair of K2, then steady
out-of-plane states OS, then in-plane steady states FA, and finally TW
limit cycles at sufficiently high amplitude. For Pe=3.6 right, the bifurca-
tion sequence is similar.
FIG. 8. Bifurcation diagram of a2
0 as a function of anisotropy  at parameter
values ã=1, N=6, and Pe=7 left, Pe=8.2 right. For Pe=7 left, the
stable attractors absent of a magnetic field are LR and TW. As  increases,
the LR transitions to K1 limit cycles, which disappear at a turning point,
leaving only the TW limit cycle branch. For Pe=8.2 right, the stable at-
tractor absent of a magnetic field is the TW limit cycle, which persists as the
magnetic field turns on and amplifies.
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H. Magnetic field-induced transitions of high
concentration, sheared logrolling, and tumbling orbits
„Fig. 8…
We raise the normalized concentration to N=6, again
with ã=1. For Pe=7 left, bi-stable attractors absent of a
magnetic field are logrolling LR and tumbling/wagging
TW. As  increases, the LR attractor transitions to K1 limit
cycles, which disappear again at a turning point bifurcation.
The TW state persists for all . For Pe=8.2 right, the stable
attractor absent of a magnetic field is TW, which persists as
the magnetic field is turned on and amplified.
I. Magnetic field effects on in-plane flow-aligned
stable steady states „Fig. 9…
We recall that  is a measure of the effective rate of
strain, while q is a measure of the vorticity strength due to
flows. The modified geometry parameter ã= /q is thus a
measure of the strain rate relative to the vorticity intensity,
which includes the contributions from, molecular geometry,
flow, material anisotropic property, and the magnetic field.
As the magnetic field and flow field vary, this parameter may
exceed 1, and of course, it may also be reduced toward 0. In
our study on shear induced orientation responses,23 we
showed that the limit cycles and other out-of-plane attractors
as ã increases beyond 1.15 tend to be arrested by the flow-
aligned steady state. From the above interpretation of ã, this
indicates that there exists a threshold value for the rate of
stretching relative to the rotation of the flow field, beyond
which the stable state is the flow-aligned attractor. Once a
flow-aligned state is reached at fixed ã	1, increasing the
magnetic field can only increase ã and , which will not
disrupt the stability of the flow-aligned state nor resonate any
limit cycles or other attractors. Figure 9 depicts a calculation
that allows  to vary from a negative value to a fairly large
positive one at ã=1.15.
The system at smaller values of N also normally admits
one flow-aligned stable steady state. Turning on the magnetic
field at fixed ã does not change the scenario qualitatively at
all. Figure 9 also plots a representative case at N=4, where
the only stable steady state is flow-aligned.
The target model at 0
 ã
1 and =0 does not create
any new types of attractors or limit cycles. Therefore, the
orientational response to the increase of  alluded to earlier
remains qualitatively. The details may differ depending on
how far ã is away from 1, however.
This set of numerical experiments predicts that a mag-
netic field with negative anisotropy, imposed perpendicular
to the flow-flow gradient plane in pure shear, yields two gen-
eral phenomena: i the pdf is driven to in-plane distributions
at a relatively low strength of the magnetic field and ii
above a threshold field strength, independent of the pure
sheared attractor steady or unsteady, regular or chaotic, the
pdf attractor can be an in-plane flow-aligned or tumbling/
wagging limit cycle. This nonlinear effect of magnetic aniso-
tropy coupled to pure shear is a remarkable manifestation of
rod ensemble response to coupled external flow and mag-
netic fields and nonlocal excluded volume interactions. Ex-
perimental verification would be helpful to validate the pre-
diction.
V. PLANAR EXTENSIONAL FLOWS COUPLED
WITH A COPLANAR MAGNETIC FIELD
In dimensionless variables, the steady state solutions of
the Smoluchowski equation are governed by the Boltzmann









De = diagPe + 6 ,− Pe + 6 ,− 3	 .
We choose coordinates aligned with the three principal axes
of the second-moment tensor M, n1,2,3, where n3 is the trans-
verse external field direction taken as e3 in this paper. The
orientation of the two in-plane directors n1 and n2 is deter-
mined by the “Leslie angle”  calculated via 14. We pa-
rameterize the unit vector m by
m = cos ̃n1 + sin ̃ cos n2 + sin ̃ sin n3. 31
The second-moment tensor also admits a biaxial representa-
tion
M = sn1n1 − I3	 + n2n2 − I3	 , 32
where s and  are the two order parameters that describe
degrees of anisotropy of the pdf. If either s or  vanishes, or
s=, the pdf is uniaxial; otherwise, the pdf is fully biaxial. In

















FIG. 9. Bifurcation diagram of a2
0 as a function of anisotropy  at parameter
values ã=1.15, N=5.5, and Pe=6 left; ã=1, N=4, and Pe=6 right. In
both cases, the stable attractors absent of a magnetic field are FA. As 
increases, the stable attractor remains FA. For ã=1.15, we plot the solution
for ã
0 left, where a transition to LR via OS is shown as  decreases.
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We first note that 0 in the steady states unless








Therefore, steady states are generically biaxial except in very
special cases. We also note that for planar extension flows,
we only need to discuss the case in which Pe0 since
Pe
0 can be obtained through a 90° planar rotation within
the extension plane.
We denote the three non-negative eigenvalues of the
second-moment tensor by d1,2,3, associated with directors
n1,2,3, respectively, which define the order parameters
FIG. 10. Order parameter s and  as functions of N at selected Péclet number Pe=0.01, 0.1, 1. The anisotropy parameter is set at =1. The flow-aligned
equilibria with peak axis in the plane of the flow and the equilibria with peak axis perpendicular to the flow, are bi-stable. The flow-aligned state is the
minimum energy equilibrium, in all cases. The solid black curves represent the stable branches.
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s = d1 − d3,  = d2 − d3. 36
The only qualitative difference among equilibria is deter-
mined from the amplitudes and signs of s and , or equiva-
lently, the relative order of 0di1. Recall that the e3 axis
associated with d3 encodes the transverse magnetic field di-
rection in the reduced model, so that either d3 will be the
largest eigenvalue, or not, in which case the principal axis is
in the plane of the extensional flow. As we now illustrate, the
principal axis shifts depending on the relative values of Pe
and , and there are typically multiple stable equilibria.
However, the lowest energy equilibrium is always aligned in
the plane of extensional flow, transverse to the magnetic
field.
Figure 10 depicts the steady state solutions at three
extension rates, Pe=0.01, 0.1, 1, respectively, with fixed
=1. When Pe=0.01, the effective rate-of-strain tensor is
De = diag0.01 + 1/6,− 0.01 + 1/6,− 1/3 . 37
All three directors align with the coordinate directions. The
steady state with principal axis along the flow direction e1 is
stable, with s	0,	0,s	, or equivalently,
FIG. 11. Order parameters s and  as functions of  at selected Péclet numbers Pe=0.01, 0.1, 1 and concentration N=4.7. The flow-aligned and transversely
aligned equilibria are the two stable branches, with the transverse alignment surviving only at small anisotropy. The solid black curves represent stable
branches.




We infer stability by examining the second variation of the
generalized free energy density; details are given in Appen-
dix A. This is completely expected, with all degrees of ori-
entation di correlated with the respective extension rates, De
i .
The same flow plane aligned stable steady states persist out
to Pe=0.1. However, when Pe=1, the extension rate De
3
along e3 exceeds De





Besides these stable steady states, there are other “meta-
stable” states linearly stable, but not a global minimum of
the generalized free energy given by a solution with the
major director pointing in the direction perpendicular to the
flow plane, for which s
0, 
0. One is tempted to call
these logrolling, but they have nothing to do with shear flow!
These steady equilibria are shown by the second family of
solutions in Fig. 10, labeled “dark solid.” We remark that this
branch is unstable in most closure models.24–29
At fixed value of Pe, the role of  is to increase the
extension rate in the extension plane while reducing it in the
perpendicular direction. Intuitively, one anticipates that the
degree of orientation will increase in the flow direction for
flow-aligned equilibria, yet decrease in the transversely
aligned steady state, and thus undergo an instability transi-
FIG. 12. Order parameters s and  as functions of  at selected Péclet numbers Pe=0.01, 0.1, 1 and concentration N=4.7. The flow-aligned and transversely
aligned equilibria are the two stable branches. The solid black curves represent stable branches.
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tion at some critical magnetic field strength. This is indeed
what happens. At concentrations less than N=5, the trans-
versely aligned state only survives up to a finite value of .
However, when N	5, this branch persists for all  in the
range computed. Figures 11 and 12 depict all stable and un-
stable steady states at selected Péclet numbers for N=4.7 and
N=6, respectively.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have explored various phenomena associated with
the strong coupling of coplanar linear flow and magnetic
fields in rigid rod or platelet suspensions. The approach is
based on a reciprocity relation of the Doi-Hess kinetic theory
which reduces the problem to either of two simpler kinetic
models, depending on whether the linear planar flow is rota-
tional or irrotational. For rotational flows, we solve the ki-
netic equation with a new spherical harmonic Galerkin
method, coupled with the continuation software AUTO. Vari-
ous predictions are made, indicating a regularizing influence
of a coplanar magnetic field on each type of sheared mon-
odomain attractor. Remarkably, a robust and quite general
prediction emerges: every sheared attractor steady and un-
steady, regular and chaotic is drawn by a coplanar magnetic
field into a flow-aligned steady state or tumbling/wagging
limit cycle, above a threshold field strength. The transition
sequence from zero magnetic field strength to the supercriti-
cal flow-aligned or tumbling/wagging response differs for
each sheared attractor, but not the eventual steady state or
limit cycle response. For irrotational flows, analytical results
are given first based on a Boltzmann distribution for the pdf,
followed by numerical solution of the resulting steady state
equilibrium equations. It turns out that bi-stable equilibria
are typical, with one global minimum energy state whose
principal axis is aligned in the flow plane, and another stable,
higher energy state with principal axis transverse to the flow
plane. The upshot in coupled extensional and magnetic fields
is twofold: bi-stability, and a shift in the axis of primary
alignment of the minimum energy state that is controlled by
the magnetic field.
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APPENDIX A: THE STABILITY AND THE SECOND
VARIATION OF THE FREE ENERGY DENSITY
The stability of the equilibria in irrotational flows
coupled with the coplanar magnetic field is studied by the
second variation of the generalized free energy density. The
free energy density for the material system subject to poten-
tial flows or external fields is given by
Af = kT
m=1




We denote fe the equilibrium pdf solution and f1 the per-
turbation of the equilibrium solution. The second variation of








+ Vif1f1	dm . A2





2 + Vifef2f2e, A3
where •e denotes the ensemble average taken with respect




M : mm, A4
where M is a symmetric matrix of trace zero. We consider
the perturbation
f2 = x − x . A5

m=1
f2dm = 0. A6
Here, we focus on a special perturbation that perturbs
only the order parameters:
x = s̃m1
2 − 1/3 + ̃m2
2 − 1/3 . A7







Derive the Hessian for the quadratic term with respect to
s̃ , ̃. We note that
s = m1
2 − m3
2,  = m2
2 − m3
2 . A9
In terms of the angles,
s = cos2  − sin2  sin ,  = sin2  cos 2 . A10
The Hessian of the free energy density is given by





	2m14 − 23 m12 + 19
 − 3N2 	3m14 − 13 m12	2 + m12m22 − 13 m22	2 + m12m32 − 13 m32	2
+ 2m13m2 − 13 m1m2	
2
+ 2m13m3 − 13 m1m3	
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	2m24 − 23 m22 + 19
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+ 2m23m1 − 13 m1m2	
2
+ 2m23m3 − 13 m2m3	
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	2m12m22 − 13 m12 − 13 m22 + 19
 − 3N2 	3m14− 13 m12	m12m22 − 13 m12	
+ m24 − 13 m22	m12m22 − 13 m22	 + m22m32 − 13 m32	m12m32 − 13 m32	
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 . A11
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THE EQUIVALENCE
OF THE HYDRODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM
AND THE THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM
Theorem. The steady state solution of the Smoluchowski
equation is given by the Euler-Lagrange equation of the free
energy density.
Proof. The free energy density for homogeneous flows of
rigid nematic polymers or rod/platelet dispersions is given by
Af = kT
m=1




where Vi and Ve are the intermolecular potential and the
external potential, respectively. The Euler-Lagrange equation
obtained from minimizing the free energy density functional
is





= kTln f + Vi + Ve B3
is the extended chemical potential and  is the Lagrange
multiplier with respect to the constraint

m=1
fdm = 1. B4
= is the governing equation for the thermodynamic equi-
libria.
The steady state solution of the Smoluchowski equation
is governed by
R · fR = 0. B5
We multiply the equation by  and then integrate over the
unit sphere m  =1 to yield

m=1
R · fRdm = − 
m=1
fR2dm = 0. B6
This implies
fm,tR = 0. B7
Finally,
R = 0. B8
This is equivalent to =.
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